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On receipt of your new ASM Corner Shower Stool please check the contents for signs of damage, report any defects to ASM immediately. 
The stool comes fully assembled & ready for use and is height adjustable, to adjust please follow the instructions below. 

This product is only intended to be used in a shower cubical or similar area to provide a seat whilst showering. 
 

1} Lay the stool on it’s side and remove the plastic clips from two legs. 
2} Slide the legs to the required position, ensuring that both legs are adjusted to the same length. Fig 1 
3} Replace the plastic clips, you may have to twist the leg slightly to allow the steel pin to locate completely, this is VERY important & 
     the clips MUST be fully engaged. 
4} Turn the stool over and repeat for the other leg. 
5} Place the stool back on it’s feet, on a level surface and check that it does not rock. If it does readjust the legs until it is stable. 
6} The stool has a removable seat for ease of cleaning, to remove simply hold the stool & pull the seat free. To replace, it may be necessary 
     to tap the seat with your hand. Do not use a heavy object as this may damage your seat. 
7} To clean the stool a mild proprietary soap and or disinfectant may be used. Dry with a soft clean cloth after cleaning and every use. 
 
Note: 
This product should only to be used for it’s intended purpose. We do not recommend that the stool is used in a tilting position as this could 
result in slipping and personal injury may occur. 
 

Maximum User Weight = 190kg / 30st. 
 

For details of all our other products please visit our web site at www.asmmedicare.com 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Please read & fully 
understand before 
using or allowing 
others to do so. 
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Corner Shower Stool 
Code No: 02010. 
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